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CIB: 2Q12 missing estimate on higher provisions 

 
EARNINGS FLASH  2Q12  Egypt/Banking  15 August 2012  

NET INTEREST INCOME OPERATING INCOME NET PROFIT 

EGP932m +48% EGP1,253m +25% EGP523m +18% 
Q2 2011: EGP630m Q2 2011: EGP1,005m Q2 2011: EGP443m 
   

  

Recommendation   BUY 

Market price (EGP) 28.6 

Target price (EGP) 34.1 

Upside potential (%) 19.2% 

Free float (%) 90.7 

Market cap. (EGPm) 17,081 

Market cap. (USDm) 2,810 

Shares outstanding (m) 597.2 

Reuters code COMI.CA 

Bloomberg code COMI EY 

  

COMI vs. EGX30 Rebased 

 

Source: Bloomberg, NAEEM Research  

Closing price as of 14 August 2012 
 

 
Commercial International Bank (CIB) posted a net profit of EGP523m in 2Q12 

(+3.6% QoQ and +18.1% YoY), 5.1% below our estimate of EGP551m, but 2.6% 

above market consensus. The variance came mainly from booking much higher-

than-expected provisions.  

Net interest income (NII) was EGP932m in 2Q12, up 7.1% QoQ and 47.9% YoY 

(12.5% above our estimate), with annualised net interest margin (NIM) increasing 

QoQ to 4.23%, 57bps above our estimate. The QoQ increase stemmed primarily 

from an increase in income from T-bills (up 37.8% QoQ and 90.9% YoY). Further, 

fees and commissions rose 1.7% and 0.2% YoY to EGP217m, but was 2.7% below 

our forecast of EGP223m. Total operating income rose 5.5% QoQ and 24.7% YoY 

to EGP1.25bn, 3.7% higher than our estimate.  

Operating costs were up 1.1% QoQ and 18.6% YoY to EGP408m, coming better 

than our estimate of EGP439m, giving a cost-to-income ratio of 30.5%, vs. 1Q12’s 

level of 34.0% and 2Q11’s 34.3%.  

Total assets rose by 14.9% QoQ and 3.6% YoY to EGP89.6bn in 2Q12, 5.1% 

below our estimate. Gross loans were up 2.0% QoQ and 9.6% YoY to EGP42.8bn, 

(6.0% weaker than our estimate). The QoQ increase resulted mainly from a 

combined growth in both retail and corporate loans, each adding more than 

EGP500m to loan book. Deposits rose 3.4% QoQ and 14.1% YoY to EGP76.8bn 

(2.2% above our estimate), with certificates of deposit (CDs) being the main driver 

for growth increasing 9.2% QoQ. LDR fell to 55.8% from 56.6% in 1Q12 and 58.0% 

in 2Q11. 

Non-performing loans (NPLs) went down in 2Q12, with the NPL ratio falling to 

2.77% from 2.91% in 1Q12 and 2.90% in 2Q11. Coverage ratio stood at 134.8%. 

Credit-related provisions, on the other hand, increased by a whopping 762.7% 

QoQ and 81.9% YoY to EGP143m (far above our estimate of EGP33m).  

Overall CIB’s operations fared well during the quarter, despite posting 

weaker-than-expected balance sheet growth. Asset quality also held up well, 

with the NPL ratio actually declining over the quarter and past-dues ratio 

remaining almost flat. Accordingly, the surprisingly high provision charge in 

2Q12 indicates that CIB is most likely accounting for possible future 

downgrades in its loan book.  

We will provide full analysis of the results following today’s analyst’s call. For 

the time being, we maintain our target price at EGP34.1 and BUY. 

 

CIB: 2Q12 Results Summary 

In EGPm 2Q12a 2Q11a 1Q12a YoY Δ QoQ Δ 2Q12f Variance 

Net interest income 932 630 870 +47.9% +7.1% 828 +12.5% 

Total operating income 1,253 1,005 1,189 +24.7% +5.5% 1,208 +3.7% 

Operating cost (382) (344) (404) +11.1% -5.3% (439) -12.9% 

Net provisions/recoveries (143) (80) (17) +78.2% +762.7% (33) +334.8% 

Net profit 523 443 505 +18.1% +3.6% 551 -5.1% 

Source: Company data, NAEEM Research 
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Disclosure Appendix 

Disclaimer 

This report is based on publicly available information. It is not intended as an offer to buy or sell, nor is it a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 

the securities mentioned. The information and opinions in this report were prepared by the NAEEM Research Department (“NAEEM”) from 

sources it believed to be reliable at the time of publication. NAEEM accepts no liability or legal responsibility for losses or damages incurred 

from the use of this publication or its contents. NAEEM has the right to change opinions expressed in this report without prior notice. 

This research report (including all appendices) contains information that is intended to be conveyed only to the intended recipients, which 

insofar as the United Sates is concerned, are “major U.S. institutional investors” (i.e., U.S. institutional investors having total assets under 

management in excess of USD100 million, or investment advisers that are registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and 

have total assets under management in excess of USD100 million). If the reader or recipient of this research report is not the intended recipient, 

please notify NAEEM immediately, and promptly destroy this research report without retaining any portion in any manner. The unauthorized 

use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this research report by any person other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. 

Analyst Certification  

The primary research analyst/analysts covering the company (or companies) mentioned in this report certify that their views about the company 

(or companies) and their securities are accurately expressed. Further, no part of their compensation, whether pecuniary or in-kind, was, is, or will 

be, directly or indirectly related to the recommendations or views expressed in this research report. Unless otherwise stated, individuals listed on 

the front cover/page of the report are the research analysts. 

Stock Ratings 

NAAEM believes that an investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (including, but not limited to the 

investor’s existing holdings and financial standing) and other considerations. Different securities firms use a range of rating terms and rating 

systems to describe their recommendations. Investors should carefully read the definitions of the ratings used in each report. In addition, since 

NAEEM’s research reports contain complete information about the analyst’s views, investors should read NAEEM reports in their entirety, and 

not infer the contents from the ratings alone.  Ratings (and/or research) should not be relied upon as an investment advice. 

NAEEM assigns ratings to stocks on the following basis: 

Rating e potentialUpside/Downsid 15 August 2012Rating distribution as of  

BUY >20% 52% 

ACCUMULATE >10% to 20% 13% 

HOLD +10% to -10% 32% 

REDUCE <-10% to -20%  0% 

SELL < -20%  3% 
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